My name is Davide Morri, probably some of you know already me like a player or a coach but anyway
I will give you an intro about who I am, what I would like to do in order to help the develop of EUF and
what I can also give to the european community.

I'm now 33 years old, I started play ultimate 18 years ago when I was a junior,
and I have experience about playing and coaching utlimate after few years spent in America and
playing with other teams out of Italy.
Concerning my life outside Ultimate, I have a diploma of sport at the university of Bologna, where now
I'm lector. The University of Bologna in 2012 decided to open the course of Ultimate Frisbee at the
student of the 3th year of the sport university.
The other job I have is Technical responsable for C.U.S.B. (Centro universitario sportivo Bologna),
that basically have to organize the teams and the practice for all the 500 players between open mix
women junior teams CUSB have.
I'm also the person have to interface with my staff, the teaching of Ultimate Frisbee in various
Highschools and Primary school in Bologna, coordinating the develop with the other associations I
created during these 18 years in Bologna ( we have 3 associations in the city that take care of
organizing activities for Ultimate Frisbee, CUSB is the biggest , but there are other two smaller).
After a full year of ultimate teaching where every morning I meet between 1 and 3 classes per day, I'm
the main person in charge to organize a huge tournament of the High school and Primary school, that
in total has 1200 childs from the primary school and 2500 student from the high school. In these
tournaments, split in 5 mornings, we teach people how to use ultimate frisbee to communicate, how to
play without a referee and how to respect the opponents, without losing the competition focus.
I'm now starting working with ERIC (american society help the early reconition of cancer) and we want
to extend the program to all the junior and school of my city and in Italy.
My job for the italian federation is organizing the national team. basically I'm the main driver for the
development of the italian junior comunity that started in 2009 (after we went in vancouver) and from
that time I create a system of teaching that boosted italy from the bottom of europe and world
comunnity of junior, to the top 5 in the open and women and u17 open division. we also created this
year the u17 women team that went to Gent belgium.

I'm the responsable to organize and form the coaches. I wrote already the manual of first and second
level (book for the coaches speaking about drills and strategy to coach from 0 to the club team)
This year I put my focus to create a small manual with 25 chapters with drills and topics. I would like
to translate it in english and give to Euf to share with all the ultimate comunity, currently with Nasser
MBAE we use it to do clinics around europe to juniors team and club teams.
I have been in POLAND AUSTRIA BELGIUM also in AMERICA in the last past years helping the club
developing their practice system and junior coaching.
I'm trying to create with five ultimate and GABRIELE SANI a European tournmaent between U 23
University teams , something like in U.S.A. Oddi know already something about that, and I also spoke
already with Volker from WFDF. my goal would be to create that under the EUF and helping the
develop of the university ultimate community with clinics and a tournament inviting all main university
cities of europe, to have something that could help in the future Ultimate becoming an official sport
and why not, going to the olpympic game.

